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Forecasting consumers’ new product adoption has been investigated by numerous innovation and marketing researchers primarily

targeting durables and repeatedly purchased products. By comparison, forecasting consumers’ adoption of entertainment products

such as movies and books has been scarce because of those products’ properties of one-time purchase and hedonic experience

consumption. The unique properties make it ineffective applying common adoption models developed for durables or repeatedly

purchased products. Based on the industry practice that movie studios use weekly survey data containing consumers’ awareness and

preference (AP) measures of new upcoming movies to forecast their box-office performance, we develop a theory-driven forecasting

model based on the AP measures of such entertainment products. Specifically, our forecasting model captures four distinct AP-based

consumer segments that can influence the new product sales performance in different manners. In other words, our forecasting model

is based on our assumption that not only the nature of preference (positive vs. negative preference) but also new product awareness

timing (early vs. late awareness) influences the sales differently. Since awareness and preference take place in two successive steps

before new product adoption, this two (early vs. late awareness) by two (positive and negative preference) classification results in four

distinct consumer groups in sales forecasting. Our movie-level forecasting model reveals that these four groups have distinctively

different impacts on new product sales. In our empirical application, we demonstrate the distinct existence of the four consumer

segments using recent data from the Korean movie market.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

Forecasting consumers‘ new product adoption has been 

investigated by numerous innovation and marketing 

researchers primarily targeting durables and repeatedly 

purchased products. By comparison, forecasting consumers‘ 

adoption of entertainment products such as movies and books 

has been scarce because of those products‘ properties of one-

time purchase and hedonic experience consumption. The 

unique properties make it ineffective applying common 

adoption models developed for durables or repeatedly 

purchased products. Based on the industry practice that movie 

studios use weekly survey data containing consumers‘ 

awareness and preference (AP) measures of new upcoming 

movies to forecast their box-office performance, we develop a 

theory-driven forecasting model based on the AP measures of 

such entertainment products. Specifically, our forecasting 

model captures four distinct AP-based consumer segments 

that can influence the new product sales performance in 

different manners. In other words, our forecasting model is 

based on our assumption that not only the nature of 

preference (positive vs. negative preference) but also new 

product awareness timing (early vs. late awareness) 

influences the sales differently. Since awareness and 

preference take place in two successive steps before new 

product adoption, this two (early vs. late awareness) by two 

(positive and negative preference) classification results in 

four distinct consumer groups in sales forecasting. Our 

movie-level forecasting model reveals that these four groups 

have distinctively different impacts on new product sales. In 

our empirical application, we demonstrate the distinct 

existence of the four consumer segments using recent data 

from the Korean movie market. 
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